NOTE:

1. WIRE SIZE 14 GA. SAE RED, GREEN AND BLACK WIRES WITH PVC OUTER JACKET.
2. PVC SLEEVING INSIDE DIA 6 mm, OUTSIDE DIA 8 mm.
3. HEAT SHRINK SLEEVING 20 mm LONG.

Confidential Property of Cole Hersee
NOTE:
ALL STEEL PARTS PLATED

8148 KNOB BRASS OR STEEL - NICKEL PLATED.
5007A-B BUSHING - ALUM.
HEX NUT, ZINC PLT
PAL NUT, ZINC PLT

5410 SCREW R-32 UNC-2A THD. RD. HD.
STEEL 7/16-19 TERMINAL STEEL
80323 - CASE - STEEL
86070 LINK PLAIN BRASS.

3/8 32 UNEF-2A THD.

“RUN” MAG. TERM. OPEN

“OFF” MAG. TERM. GROUND

COLE-HERSEE COMPANY
BOSTON 27, MASS., U.S.A.

MAGNETO PUSH-PULL SWITCH 50203

CONFIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF COLE HERSEE